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ABSTRACT 
Bioinformatics is the improvement of healthcare information of data and knowledge. It uses computational tools and 
techniques to analyse vast amount of biological data or databases. The diseases such as metabolic disorder, genetic 
disorder, inborn disorder, rheumatoid arthritis and other inflammatory conditions can be analysed at remediable stage 
using these bioinformatics and computational methods. These methods or tools which can used to process at genomics 
and proteomics levels can compare with healthcare data. And also identify the genetic interaction studies and gene 
variant and also phylogenetic tree analysis. Diabetes is an endrocrinological condition that affects millions of people and 
can cause myriad health complications. Numerous bioinformatics tools are being used in diabetes research and related 
inflammation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Bioinformatics is the centralised field that can explains the procedure and software tools for 
demonstrating biological information. Bioinformatics came to read to result and give direction to the vast 
amount of data through molecular biology techniques. Bioinformatics is the combination of different 
fields like, software engineering, computer science, and statistics etc. The field of bioinformatics can guise 
the examination of molecular data quants clinical and diagnostic data for personalised medicine of 
healthcare. Bioinformatics is used to identify the candidate gene to analyse at genetic basics level, cellular 
and molecular levels of different populations. The large or vast amount of data from bioinformatics or 
computational biology and health informatics domains link with analyses and deliver near future of 
preventive, personalized healthcare cards. [1,2] In basic biology it helps in increase the display of DNA, 
RNA and 3D protein structures and some additional bio-molecular interactions which can be accelerated 
advance of gene therapy, genome editing and drug discovery.[3,4] 
Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (Diabetes Mellitus) originates from insulin resistance and impaired β-cell 
function and create a major health problem throughout the world. Liver is involved in glucose 
metabolism, including gluconeogenesis, glycogenosis and insulin extraction. Variation of glucose 
metabolism in liver contributes development of Type 2 diabetes (Diabetes Mellitus). Diabetes often leads 
to cardiovascular complications which effect shows on patient quality of life. Type 2 Diabetes is mainly 
caused by genetic factors and environmental influence. To prevent and reduce the complications of 
Diabetes Mellitus important to analyse the pathophysiological mechanism at genetic level. [5-8] At 
present with wide use and development of high-throughput sequencing, bioinformatics analysis is a big 
advantage to understand the Diabetes Mellitus at genetic basis. A research acknowledgement that the 
methylation of key genes participate in diabetic nephropathy. Studies of mRNA expression profiles at 
peripheral Diabetes Mellitus from Database so these profiles which will result that which genes will 
express and which genes will not express in profiles. And also see the regulation of up regulation and 
down regulation process based on cut off of p-value. And also see study gene interaction levels i.e how 
other genes are interacting with major causing gene. [9-12] 
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The peroxisome proliferator activated receptorγ (PPARG) gene is a member of the nuclear hormone 
receptor superfamily that regulates the transcription of several genes involved in glucose metabolism, 
adipocyte differentiation, lipid oxidation, angiogenesis and inflammation.. Most of the mutation analysis 
has focused on the coding region of the PPARG gene. In different independent studies, the association of 
the PPARG gene with type 2 Diabetes Mellitus has been consistently reported. In the present study, we 
screened the coding regions of the PPARG gene, and examined the association of the PPARG gene with 
type 2 Diabetes Mellitus in the population of West Bengal, India. [13-20] 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The aim of the computational tools is to provide the information about phylogenetic examinations and 
physiochemical properties of proteins. 
A. Gene Identification and Sequence Analyses: The apprehension of biomolecules such as nucleic acid 
and proteins can be achieved by investigations. Sequence analysis is the subject to analyse DNA, RNA, and 
Protein sequence to understand structure, function and evolutionary studies. 
BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool): It is homology and similarity search tool. BLAST is the 
biological database containing amino acids of protein sequences and nucleotides of DNA sequences. 
BLAST find out patches of sequence similarity rather than best alignment and also produce un-gapped 
alignments. BLAST is based on explicit statistical theory. 
B. Prediction of Protein Structure: Protein structure can be identified or constructed using three 
dimension structures can be predicted. It is difficult to determine the secondary, tertiary or quaternary 
structure of proteins so we use X-ray crystallographic studies and bioinformatics tools. Using multiple 
sequence alignment (MSA) also predict protein structure. 
C. Phylogenetic Analysis: It refers to ancestral relationship in a set of species or taxa. The study to work 
out the ancestral relationship among various species or taxa is called phylogenetic analysis or 
phylogenetic. It demonstrates to which extent various species or taxa are related to each other and 
whether one of these species or taxa could be the possible ancestor for rest of species. 
Phylogenetic Analysis helps us to understand the similarity among species or individuals, Dissimilarity 
between species, close relative of species, possible ancestor of a group. 
D. Gene Interactions: It occur when two alleles affecting different genes combine within an organism to 
yield phenotype not simply explained by adding together the phenotype associated with each of two 
alleles. 
E. Comparative Genomics: It is an exciting field of biological research in which researchers use variety 
or various tools, including computer-based analysis to compare complete genome sequence of different 
species.  
Comparison of gene numbers, gene locations and biological functions of gene, in the genome of different 
organisms, one object being identify groups of genes that play unique biological role in the organism. 
F. Gene variants: It is used to describe the variation in the DNA sequence in each of our genomes. 
G. Functional Genomics: Branch of genomics that determine biological functions of genes and their 
products. Functional genomics (transcriptomics and proteomics) is a global, systematic and 
comprehensive approach for identification and description of the process and pathways involved in the 
normal and abnormal state of genes. 
It is largely experiment based with a focus on gene functions at the whole genome level using high 
throughput approaches. High throughput analysis of all expressed genes is also termed as transcriptome 
analysis. 
H. IGSR: The International Genome Sample Resource: It is providing ongoing support for the 1000 
Genomes project data. It is ran between 2008 and 2015. It is creating a large public archive of human 
variation and genotype data. The overview of 1000 Genome project data was the find most genetic 
variants with frequencies of atleast 1% in the population studied. 
The Advantage of this project is development of sequencing technology which can sharply the cost of 
sequencing. It can provide comprehensive resource of human genetic variation. Data from 1000 genome 
project was quickly made available to the worldwide scientific community through freely accessible 
public databases. 
I. Gene Mania: find other genes that are related to a set of input genes using a large set of functional 
association data. Association data include protein and genetic interactions, pathways, co- expression, co-
localization and protein domain similarity. You can use Gene Mania to find new members of a pathway or 
complex find additional genes you may have missed in your screen or find new genes with a specific 
function such, as protein kinase etc. 
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J. String: is a database of known and predicted protein-protein interactions. These associations include 
direct (physical) and indirect (functional) associations. They stem from computational prediction from 
knowledge transfer between organisms, and from interactions and from other primary databases. 
Software of Bioinformatics 

Tool and software Methods and Applications 
RAPTORX Is a software and web server of protein structure and prediction 
MEGA Is designed for comparative analysis of homologous sequences 
Network analyst Web application that enables complex meta-analysis and visualization 
String Is a database of known and predicted protein-protein interactions  
Gene Mania Which can generate hypotheses about gene function and list of genes for 

functional assays 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
BLAST Analysis of PPARγ gene 
Peroxisome Proliferator-activated receptor is the sub family of nuclear receptors. PPARs form 
heterodimers which regulate transcription of various genes. Three subtypes of PPARs are known: PPAR-
alpha, PPAR-delta, and PPARγ. The protein encoded by this gene is PPARγ and is a regulator of adipocyte 
differentiation. PPARγ has been implicated in the pathology of numerous diseases such as Obesity, 
diabetes and cancer. Diseases associated with PPARG include Diabetes, Lipodystrophy, Familial partial, 
and Rheumatoid Arthritis etc. Sequence alignment and BLAST analysis of DNA and protein sequence of 
PPARγ gene transcript variant shows 100% similarity and no gaps in alignment (Figure 1-4). 
 

 
Figure 1: NCBI-BLAST analysis of PPARγ gene of Homo sapiens isoforms 
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Figure 2: BLAST analysis of the PPARγ gene collected from the public genome databases. Multiple 

sequence alignment showing complete coverage of 111 blast hits on 100 subject sequence. 
 

 
Figure 3: NCBI-BLAST analysis of protein sequence of PPARγ gene isoforms 2. 
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Figure 4: BLAST analysis of protein sequence of PPARγ gene collected from the public genome 
databases. Multiple sequence alignment showing complete coverage of 100 blast hits on 100 

subject sequence. 
Homology Modelling (Swiss modeller) of PPARγ (Protein)  
Homology modelling is an important technique in structural biology which narrowing the gap between 
known protein sequences and experimentally determined structures. Peroxisome proliferator-activated 
receptorγ (PPARγ) is a type II nuclear receptor present in adipose tissue, colon and macrophages. It 
reduces the hyperglycemia associated type II diabetes-related cardiovascular system risk in human 
beings. Moreover, fatty acid storage and glucose metabolism are regulated by PPARγ activation in human 
body. Molecular docking studies have been conducted to characterize the 3-D structure of PPARγ and 
ligand binding efficiency. Result suggested 100 % sequence identity of PPARγ gene (Figure 5). 
 

Figure 5: Homology Modelling (Swiss modeller) of PPARγ gene 
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Phylogenetic studies of PPARγ gene using Maximum Likelihood Method 
Phylogenetic studies of transcript variant 4, 5 and 7 of PPARγ gene was conducted using Maximum 
Likelihood Method. Length of branches which represents the genetic distance in a horizontal manner. So 
the gene IDs like NM 001354667.2 (transcript variant 7) and NM 001330615.2 (transcript variant 5) and 
NM 005037.6 (transcript variant 4) are closely related species. Length of horizontal lines is called 
branches. So these branches is divided nodes. Among all 3 species, last 2 species are sister taxa. Nodes 
represent two species are called clade. Here 0.5 refers the nucleotide present in the alignment (Figure 6 
and 7). 

 
Figure 6: Phylogenetic tree of PPARγ gene (DNA sequence) showing relationship between 

transcript variant 4, 5 and 7. 

 
Figure 7: Phylogenetic tree of PPARγ gene (protein sequence) showing relationship between 

transcript variant 4, 5 and 7. 
 
Phylogenetic studies of PPARγ gene using Neighbouring (NJ) Method 
NJ method is the neighbour joining method is the contract cluster analysis. NJ tracks nodes as tree 0.5 are 
the nucleotides per site in the alignment. Here in this diagram represents (transcript variant 4, 5, and 7 
are closely related. The branch length of the taxonomical units are applied to respective units of the tree. 
As a result the star tree became irregular and showed some relationship between the taxonomical units 
(Figure 8 and 9).  

 
Figure 8: Phylogenetic tree of PPARγ gene (DNA sequence) using Neighbouring (NJ) Method 

showing relationship between transcript variant 4, 5 and 7. 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Phylogenetic tree of PPARγ gene (Protein sequence) using Neighbouring (NJ) Method 
showing relationship between transcript variant 4, 5 and 7. 

0.2 is the nucleotide per site of alignment. 
 
Phylogenetic studies of PPARγ gene using Minimum Evolution Method Minimum evolution method 
is the process in which assumption of tree with sum of the smallest branch length. Phylogenetic study 
indicate that all species are closely related species. So the gene IDs like NM 001354667.2 (transcript 
variant 7) and NM 001330615.2 (transcript variant 5) are closely related species in which 0.5 is the 
nucleotide site per alignment (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Phylogenetic tree of PPARγ gene (DNA sequence) using Minimum Evolution Method 

showing relationship between transcript variant 4, 5 and 7. 
Minimum evolution method is the process in which assumption of tree within sum of the smallest branch 
length. From above diagram all species are closely are related to each other. We need to estimate the 
mutation rate but overall length of time since divergence and below once it indicates 0.2 nucleotide per 
site of alignment (Figure 11). 

 
Figure 11: Phylogenetic tree of PPARγ gene (Protein sequence) using Minimum Evolution Method 

showing relationship between transcript variant 4, 5 and 7. 
 
Phylogenetic studies of PPARγ gene using UPGMA Method 
UPGMA is the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean it is simplified method to construct 
the phylogenetic tree. This method is suitable for large data sets considering lineages with relatively 
constant rates of evolution. Phylogenetic tree shows the close relation between NM 005037.6 (transcript 
variant 4), NM 001330615.2 (transcript variant 5) and NM 001354667.2 (transcript variant 7). In this 
diagram all residues are closely related to each other. A distance is the difference in one residue between 
the orders of residues in the sequences (Figure 12 and 13).  

 
Figure 12: Phylogenetic tree of PPARγ gene (DNA sequence) using UPGMA Method showing 

relationship between transcript variant 4, 5 and 7. 

 
Figure 13: Phylogenetic tree of PPARγ gene (Protein sequence) using UPGMA Method showing 

relationship between transcript variant 4, 5 and 7. 
 
Gene Mania analysis of PPARγ gene 
Prediction analysis 
GeneMANIA (http://www.genemania.org) is a flexible, user-friendly web interface for generating 
hypotheses about gene function, analysing gene lists and prioritizing genes for functional assays. 
Functional relationships between genes, often protein interactions. A major source of predicted data is 
mapping is known functional relationships from another organism via orthology. Study showing 
functional relationship between PPARγ and other related genes of metabolic pathways (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Prediction analysis for PPARγ gene showing functional relationship between PPARγ 

and other related genes of metabolic pathways. 
 
2. Physical Interaction and Co-localization 
Two gene products are linked if they were found to interact in protein-protein interaction. These data has 
been collected from primary studies from protein interaction data base. Result indicates the physical 
interaction and co-localization of PPARγ and other related proteins (Figure 15 and 16). 

 
Figure 15: Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network for PPARγ genes 

 
Figure 16: Co-localization study of PPARγ genes. 
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Co-expression and Pathway analysis: Two genes are linked if their expression levels are similar across 
conditions in a gene expression study. Most of the data retrieved from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO). 
We collect data i.e. associated with publications of research papers. Two genes are linked they 
participated in same reaction within pathway (Figure 17-19). 
 

 
Figure 17: Co-expression study of PPARγ genes. 

 
Figure 18: Pathway analysis of PPARγ gene showing association of genes in the same pathway. 

 
Figure 19. Share domain analysis of PPARγ gene. Two proteins are linked if they have same 

protein domain. 
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Gene Interactions 
Two genes are functionally associated if the effects of disturb of one gene found to be modified by disturb 
of other gene or second gene (Figure 20). 

 
Figure 20. Gene interaction analysis of PPARγ gene. 

 
Genetic analysis of PPARγ gene 
The study indicates the association of variants with PPARγ gene. PPARγ is a protein coding genes and 
study indicates which variants at genetic and protein levels at different locations. Each variant can be 
represented with different colours. So in these variant diagram it show how many and what types of 
variants involved in specific gene (PPARγ). The result indicates that most of the part is covered with 
intron variant (Blue colour) similar to this each and every legend indicates a specific variant in the gene. 
And at that particular location which gene is there or any receptors is present in that particular location 
can be seen in different colour. All these type of variants can be occurred in different categories of each 
and every level like prosite pattern, prosite profiles and pfam domain. 
 Prosite is a database in which it consists of protein families, domains and has functional sites with of 
amino acids pattern and profiles. Prosite is used for identifying the function of the protein and also 
identify or any new discovery of protein which is different in structure and function.so we can analyse the 
known protein functions. And Pfam is a database which consists of accurate and exact classification of 
protein families and it’s domains. So from known functional proteins we can have high point of efficacy 
(probability) to annotate the genomes.  
Prints is a set or collection of finger prints. In the above diagram it provides annotation of protein families 
and it can be analysed by the tools. These finger prints which consists of motifs and MSA (Multiple 
Sequence Alignment). These motif can defined of 3 Dimensional structure for molecular binding sites. So 
fingerprints in which present in between of variation of sequences of family, super family and subfamily. 
STRING network analysis of PPARγ gene is conducted to establish functional relationship between 
pathway related genes (Figure 21 and 22). 
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Figure 21. Genetic analysis of PPARγ gene 
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Figure 22: STRING analysis of PPARγ genes. Functional partner predictions were based on 

available experimental data, databases, text-mining, and homology. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Diabetes Mellitus is a chronic metabolic disorder caused by relatively deficiency of insulin. It can destroy 
the pancreatic cells. Genome-wide association data mining for identifying novel Diabetes Mellitus genes 
involved in cross talk with insulin signalling system and metabolomics useful for risk factors. Diagnosis of 
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Diabetes Mellitus is far satisfactory and it has pathways that consists of graphical diagrams and genetic 
interactions and also the preventive measures for Diabetes Mellitus and also find out the genetic studies 
i.e. of inheritance from parents and to genome. Using gene sequencing we can identify these type of 
metabolic disorder and also make the protein drug interactions for this disorder then we may know 
which drug is suitable for a particular protein. Which will not disturb other proteins. Based on WHO 
Diabetes is a leading disorder in world. It is place in top 10 diseases list. The present study provide useful 
information analysis of Diabetes Mellitus and inflammation. In future, more datasets is needed for 
analysis of bias process. 
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